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Section 4.1 

Ethics Policy 
 

Jefferson County Board of DD (JCBDD) Employees CODE OF CONDUCT & ETHICS 

 
JCBDD has established a Code of Conduct & Ethics, a set of principles and practices that 

provides personnel with a set of parameters and provides guidance for employment conduct 

and decision-making.  The Code of Conduct & Ethics is reflective of the organization’s core 
values, ethical principles and expectations of personnel’s corporate responsibility.  In addition 

to JCBDD Code of Conduct & Ethics, there are many other sources of information about ethical 

thinking that should be considered in decision making including but not limited to laws, 

regulations, Agency policies and procedures, and other professional sources of ethical code.  

The employees of JCBDD are required to act in accordance with the highest ethical principles 

and standards of personal and professional integrity and honesty in the performance of their 

duties and responsibilities.  This high ethical standard includes the handling of actual or 

apparent conflicts of interest.  JCBDD Code of Conduct & Ethics provides standards for 

employee behavior in accordance with JCBDD’s values, mission, and organizational policies.  
JCBDD’s corporate compliance officer is the office of the Superintendent.  The role of the 

compliance officer is to monitor matters pertaining to corporate compliance, conducts 

corporate compliance risk assessments, and reports on matter pertaining to corporate 

compliance. 

  

DUTY OF CARE & PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY  

Employees must exercise reasonable care within the scope of their personal and professional 

competency in decision-making as stewards of JCBDD.  Reasonable care is the duty of care that 

an ordinary prudent person with similar experience and expertise would exercise in a like 

position and under similar circumstances.  

Professional competency requires employees to act in accordance with the highest standards of 

professional integrity.  This duty also requires employees to obey the law and regulations that 

govern County Board of DD’s (ORC 5123) and the organization’s internal rules and regulations.  
It is the duty of employees to have a total commitment to provide the highest quality of care to 

those who seek our services.  Employees must continually assess their personal strengths, 

limitations, biases and effectiveness.  They shall strive to become and remain proficient in 

professional practice and the performance of professional functions.  

Under the Duty of Care & Professional Competency, I affirm that:  

▪ I will report any alleged, suspected, or actual occurrence of an incident when there is reason 

to believe the health or safety of a person may be adversely affected or a person may be placed 

at a likely risk of harm, if the person is receiving services through the DD service delivery system 

or will be receiving such services as a result of the incident.  

▪ I shall seek appropriate professional assistance for my own personal problems or conflicts 

that are likely to impair my work performance.  

 

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY OF INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES  

▪ Uphold the highest legal, ethical and moral standard in the delivery of services.  

▪ Be in service to the organization and persons served.  

▪ Be informed about JCBDD mission, vison, values, services, polices, and procedures.  



▪ Maintain respect for Agency policies, procedures and management decisions and will take 

the initiative toward improvement of such policies; procedures and decisions when it will better 

serve the best interest of the persons served.  

▪ Act to prevent and eliminate discrimination and harassment in the workplace.  

▪ Report any unethical conduct, suspected fraudulent activities, or violations of Code of Ethics 

through your supervisor or directly to the Superintendent.  

▪ Abstain from retaliation. The organization has a zero-tolerance for retaliation against 

employees who report concerns in good faith.  

▪ Advocate for persons served and the organization.  

▪ Follow conflict of interest and confidentiality policies.  

▪ Work to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of services provided by the agency.  

▪ Use the resources of the Agency only for the purpose for which they are intended and to 

minimize waste.  

▪ Fulfill any and all commitments made by me to the Agency.  

▪ Support the integrity and reputation of the Agency.  

 

ETHICAL STANDARDS FOR BEHAVIOR & CONDUCT 

RESPONSIBILITY TO PERSONS SERVED  

As an active and engaged JCBDD employee who is committed to the highest legal, ethical and 

moral standard in the delivery of services, I affirm that I shall:  

▪ Treat all individuals with respect and maintain their integrity and dignity.  

▪ Treat each individual in a caring and respectful fashion, mindful of individual differences and 

cultural and ethnic diversity.  

▪ Not discriminate against or refuse professional services to anyone on the basis of race, 

color, creed, age, sex, religion or national affiliations.  

▪ Elevate service to our client population above self-interest. I shall not use my professional 

relationship with persons served to further my own interest.  

▪ Notify my supervisor and, as appropriate persons served, in the event that a conflict of 

interest arises which may interfere with the exercise of professional discretion or impartial 

judgment.  

▪ Not engage in dual or multiple relationships with current or former persons served, in which 

there is a risk of exploitation or potential harm to the person served.  

▪ Not engage in physical contact, intimate relationships, sexual activities or sexual contact 

with any current or former person served whether such contact is consensual or forced. I shall 

not engage in sexual activities or sexual contact with relatives or with whom persons served 

maintain a close personal relationship when there is a risk of exploitation or potential harm to 

the individual.  

▪ Not accept from or give gifts, goods, or services to persons served or their relatives. I shall 

not engage in bartering or loan arrangements with persons served or their relatives.  

▪ Not engage in or condone any form of harassment.  

▪ Seek to enhance the capacity of persons served and promote socially responsible self-

determination.  

▪ Ensure to the best of my ability that services are provided with valid informed consent by 

the service recipient. I shall use clear and understandable language to inform clients of the 

purpose of services, the risks related to services, limitations of services, relevant costs, 

reasonable alternatives, and the individual’s right to refuse or withdraw consent to services in 
accordance with JCBDD policies.  



▪ Assist persons in obtaining and / or accessing additional services through advocacy, while 

encouraging the individual to further develop their self-advocacy skills.  

▪ Not abandon or neglect persons served without making reasonable arrangements for the 

continuation of supportive services.  

▪ Evidence a genuine interest in all persons served, and do hereby dedicate myself to the best 

interest of persons served and to helping them help themselves.  

 

RESPONSIBILITY TO COLLEAGUES  

As an active and engaged JCBDD employee who recognizes the importance of interpersonal 

relationships and is committed to diversity and respect in the workplace, I affirm that I shall:  

▪ Respect the rights and views of my fellow professionals and treat them with fairness, 

courtesy and good faith.  

▪ Not engage in or condone any form of harassment or discrimination.  

▪ Extend respect and cooperation to colleagues of all professions.  

▪ Respect the confidences of my co-workers with the exceptions of violations to the Agency’s 
Code of Ethics.  

▪ Avoid unwarranted criticism of colleagues in communication with persons served or with 

other professionals.  

▪ Make every effort to avoid dual relationships that could impair my professional judgment. I 

shall avoid engaging in sexual relationships with colleagues when there is potential for a conflict 

of interest. In the event that I become or anticipate becoming involved in a sexual relationship 

with a colleague, I shall transfer professional responsibilities, when necessary, to avoid a 

conflict of interest.  

▪ Be aware of my potential influence on interns and co-workers and will not exploit their 

trust.  

▪ Not assume professional responsibility for the clients of a colleague without appropriate 

consultation with that colleague. I shall not permit students or fellow employees to perform or 

present themselves as competent to perform services beyond their training and/or level of 

experience.  

▪ When I replace a colleague or I am replaced, I shall act with consideration for the interest, 

character and reputation of the other professional.  

▪ If I have the responsibility for employing and evaluating the performance of other staff, I 

shall do so in a responsible, fair, considerate and equitable manner.  

▪ If I know first-hand that a colleague has violated ethics standards; I shall report the 

unethical activity to my supervisor or directly to the Superintendent.  

 

PRIVACY & CONFIDENTIALITY (HIPPA) 

In accordance with my professional oath, State and/or Federal laws and regulations, I affirm 

that I shall:  

▪ Respect the right of all persons served (active and inactive) to privacy and shall not solicit 

private information from persons served unless it is essential to providing services. Once 

private information is shared, I shall uphold the organization’s policy and procedures regarding 
confidentiality of information.  

▪ Limit confidential information shared between employees of the organization and third-

parties to the least amount of information necessary to achieve the desired purpose and 

appropriate provision of services.  

▪ Not disclose information to any person or entity outside the organization without valid, 

informed consent from the person served or person legally authorized to consent on behalf of 



the individual, except for compelling professional reasons, as required by law or regulation, or 

where I am a defendant in a civic, criminal or disciplinary action arising from services (in which 

case client confidences may only be disclosed in the course of action).  

▪ I understand that the general expectation of confidentiality does not apply when disclosure 

is necessary to prevent serious, foreseeable, and imminent harm to an individual or other 

identifiable person; however only information that is directly relevant to the purpose for which 

the disclosure is made shall be revealed.  

▪ Adhere to the organization’s protocols regarding environmental and technological 
protections to ensure the confidentiality and physical integrity of written and/or electronic 

client records. I shall be responsible to store or dispose of records in ways that maintain 

confidentiality in accordance with the organization’s policy and procedures, State and Federal 
laws and regulations.  

▪ Possess a professional attitude which upholds confidentiality towards persons served, 

colleagues, applicants and any sensitive situation arising within the agency.  

▪ I, upon my termination, shall maintain all persons served and co-worker confidentiality and I 

shall hold confidential information about sensitive situations within JCBDD.  

 

PUBLIC STATEMENTS  

Because of my ability to influence and alter the lives of others, I shall exercise special care when 

making my professional recommendations or opinions public through testimony or other public 

statements, including social media outlets. I affirm that I shall:  

▪ Support the integrity and reputation of the Agency.  

▪ Portray JCBDD through public and private statements that are forthright and factual as it is 

unethical to engage in false and deceptive advertising.  

▪ Accurately represent my education, training, experiences, and competencies as they relate 

to my profession.  

▪ Refer all media questions to the office of the Superintendent or receive permission from the 

office of the Superintendent to make statements to the media.  

▪ If serving as a supervisor, I shall make certain that the qualifications of persons under my 

supervision are accurately represented.  

 

EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING:  

I understand that a violation of this Code of Conduct & Ethics may be grounds for my 

immediate dismissal. Furthermore, I understand that if I do not report violations of the Code of 

Conduct & Ethics I am subject to disciplinary action including and up to termination. 

  

Replaces Previous Section 4.1 adopted 02/18/1999 

New Policy Approve and Adopted 01/21/2021 

 

 

 

 



Section 4.2 

Probation 

A. Each newly hired or promoted employee shall serve a probationary period.  

Probationary periods shall be set at one hundred eighty (180) days, unless 

specified as longer on the classification specification, but in no case shall 

each period exceed one (1) year. 

B. Supervisors shall use the probationary period closely to observe and 

evaluate the employee’s performance and aptitude for the job.  Likewise, 
the employee is encouraged to bring problems to the supervisor to 

enhance his/her other performance.  Supervisors have a responsibility to 

only recommend retention of those employees who meet acceptable work 

standards during the probationary period. 

C. An employee may be separated upon failure of the original probationary 

period at any time during the probationary period.  Employees serving 

promotional probationary periods may be reduced to the classification and 

salary held prior to the promotion upon failure of the promotional 

probationary period at any time during the probationary period.  The 

Superintendent shall review each case individually and evaluate the 

employee’s fitness and/or quality of work to determine continuation in the 
position. 

D. The action of reduction for failure to complete a promotional probationary 

period shall not be considered a disciplinary action, and shall not serve to 

eliminate the employee for consideration for advancement to other 

positions. 

E. The probationary period for full-time employees and scheduled part-time 

and seasonal employees shall be based on calendar days from the date of 

original appointment.  Time on leave of absence or other non-paid leaves 

shall not be counted toward the completion of the probationary period.  

Intermittent employees or employees who work irregular shifts shall have 

their probationary periods determined by the number of hours worked as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Length of Probationary Period   Hours 

180 days      1000 

252 days      1400 

270 days      1500 

365 days      2000 

 

F. Individuals employed at Shaffer Plaza Group Homes and who perform the 

duties of the classifications included in the bargaining unit shall be subject 

to the provisions of Article 16, Probationary Period, of the agreement 

between the Board and District 1199. 

G. Individuals employed in the transportation department who perform the 

duties of the classifications included in the bargaining unit shall be subject 

to the provisions of Article 21, probationary period, of the agreement 

between the Board and OAPSE Local 383. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original Adoption Date 2/18/99   Approved 2/18/99  

       Revised & Reapproved 2/20/14 



Section 4.3 

Performance Evaluation 

A. A written performance evaluation provides supervisors with an effective 

mechanism to measure and communicate levels of job performance to 

their employees.  It provides the employee with documented, constructive 

feedback concerning current job performance.  Documented performance 

evaluation serves as a basis for important management decisions 

regarding training needs, job assignments, promotion, and retention of 

employees.  The work performance of each permanent employee shall be 

evaluated in accordance with established procedures. 

B. Each employee shall be evaluated annually (thirty (30) days prior to or 

after the anniversary date of his/her employment).  Special evaluations 

may be made if authorized by the Superintendent.  Probationary 

employees shall be evaluated both at the midpoint of their probationary 

period and immediately prior to its completion. 

C. Each employee shall be provided a copy of his/her performance 

evaluation.  The supervisor shall discuss the report with the employee and 

shall counsel the employee regarding any improvement in performance 

which appears desirable or necessary. 
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Section 4.4 

Training 

A. Workshops and meetings for employees are held annually in many specific 

subject fields.  Participation may be required for all employees. 

B. Workshops and meetings scheduled during regular working hours for all 

employees are required. 

C. The administration invites employees to help work out solutions to practical 

problems of instruction, including the difficult selection of teaching 

materials and an overall program curriculum. 

D. In-service training projects are an invaluable and necessary source of 

information for employees in order to improve and better their techniques 

and procedures.  Some ways in-service training can be implemented are: 

1. Orientation in the fall 

2. Weekly staff meetings 

3. Observations by supervisory and/or administrative staff with follow up 

and individual conferences 

4. Periodic meetings called by supervisors 

5. Permission to attend local, regional, state, or national conventions, 

workshops and/or conferences. 

E. Records for all in-services, workshops, conventions, and professional 

growth meetings will be maintained in administration office files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original Adoption Date 2/18/99     Approved 2/18/99 



Section 4.4.1 

Training—First Aid, CPR, Delegated 

Nursing 

The Jefferson County Board of DD shall provide an opportunity for CPR, first aid, 

confidentially, abuse and neglect, blood borne pathogen, universal precautions, 

communicable diseases and delegated nursing training to County Board 

personnel, as required.  Training shall be provided by qualified personnel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Readopted 1/18/01        


